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With these burs,
I was able to cut
down on my prep
time and also
minimize trauma
to the tooth.
Varo Boyer, DDS, FICOI
Simi Valley, CA
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I love these burs!
They are smooth
and last longer
than my current
burs.
Jodi Lampert, DDS
Littleton, CO

Two Striper
Diamonds
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High-quality
diamond burs that
cut tooth structure
and restorative
materials easily
and efficiently.
Edward Lew, DMD
Los Angeles, CA

4.7

Two Striper Diamonds, distributed by Premier Dental, cut quickly, precisely, and
consistently without sacrificing quality or longevity

A

fter using the same burs for years, Dr.
Tanya Orr was convinced that her burs
were perfect and wasn’t looking to
change anything. Still, she agreed to try Two
Striper diamond burs, distributed by Premier
Dental, for this DPS evaluation, curious if she
could increase the speed and precision of altering
tooth structure. Dr. Orr discovered that the
new diamonds “did exactly that!” She said the
Two Striper diamonds are “the most reliable in
reduction of the tooth structure, where speed
and precision matter the most.” Applauding the
diamond burs for being “easy to work with and
cutting working time in half,” Dr. Orr pointed out
several other reasons why she will be switching to
the Two Striper line of burs in her practice. “Chair
time was reduced, margins became more defined,
and crown preps came out beautiful!”

Efficiency and Speed of Substrate Removal

16

takeaways

Because of the carefully selected diamond
crystals engineered into each Two Striper bur,
there is little variation in size, allowing for a faster,
more consistent cut, according to Premier. “I do a
lot of crown preparations, and cutting efficiency
is important,” shared Dr. Varo Boyer. “With these
burs, I was able to cut down on my prep time, and
also minimize trauma to the tooth that is caused by
increased drilling time and more heat generation.”
Dr. Matthew Hyde said the Two Striper diamonds
removed tooth structure faster than other coarse
diamonds, and Dr. Marianne Baran said they cut
efficiently with minimal clogging.
Because of the ease of removing tooth structure,
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Dr. Edward Lew said less force was placed on the
patient’s dentition. Dr. Orr agreed that there was
“no need for forceful pressure,” and added, “The
right amount and right size of diamond particles
make the dentist’s work enjoyable.” Dr. Mariano
Polack, who said the burs provide an excellent finish, noted, “I can prep significantly faster and with
less effort on my hands and wrists.”

Durability and Longevity
According to Premier, unlike electroplated diamonds, Two Striper burs are manufactured with a
proprietary P.B.S. braze process, which ensures the
diamonds are optimally distributed and spaced
to create a uniform cutting surface that reduces
heat, chatter, and vibration, allowing for a smoother surface finish and reducing clogging. Calling
them “extremely efficient and fast cutting,” Dr.
Polack said there was no chatter, which allowed
for smooth preps. “I love these burs!” exclaimed
Dr. Jodi Lampert. “They are smooth and last longer

www.dentalproductshopper.com

Tanya Orr,
DDS; Santa
Rosa Beach,
FL
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“Chair time
was reduced,
margins became
more defined,
and crown
preps came out
beautiful!”

than my current burs. My preps look
great.”
“They seemed to hold up surprisingly
well and didn’t dull as quickly as other brands I’ve used,” shared Dr. Baran.
Dr. Hyde reported, “They seem to be
holding up well but this was a shortterm study,” and Dr. Boyer said they last
longer than other burs. While Dr. Carl
Sakamaki felt the burs dulled over time,
he said they cut smoothly, and were
efficient and easy to control. Dr. Lew
pointed out that the tip of some burs
wore out faster than other areas of the
diamond, but he ultimately decided that
they are “high-quality diamond burs that
cut tooth structure and restorative materials easily and efficiently.”

Increased Efficiency of Procedure
“The burs were very efficient in preparing for the crown,” noted Dr. Sakamaki.
“It reduced the prep time in half, which
made patients very happy.” He described
a patient with limited opening and a
strong gag reflex where Two Striper allowed him to prep quickly and efficiently.
“The prep came out pretty much textbook and a great impression with very
clean margins.”
“It really is a time savings when my
diamonds cut efficiently,” said Dr. Baran,
who suggested thinner packaging for the
burs so that they would fit easily inside
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diamonds
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operator ergonomics

her organizer. According to Dr. Pooja
Saroha, the burs cut teeth quickly, which
resulted in a much better experience with
less chair time for the patient and clinician.
“This is the best bur I’ve used in a long
time!” she shared. Compared to singleuse diamonds, Dr. Polack said the cutting
efficiency and reduction of work time make
up for the difference in cost. Impressed
that Two Striper cuts faster and more
effectively than the burs she currently
uses, Dr. Lampert concluded, “These are
fantastic burs. I am making the switch.”

mend the Two Striper burs to other dental professionals and purchase them in
the future. A few mentioned they would
like to try other products in the Two
Striper line, as Premier offers a complete
selection of Two Striper burs for almost
any procedure. “The number of options
available is remarkable. Anyone can find
the bur they are looking for,” shared
Dr. Polack. Calling the Two Striper burs
“the best in the industry,” he concluded,
“To me, this is the standard to which all
other burs compare.”

Overall Satisfaction

FOR FREE INFORMATION:
888-773-6872
www.premierdentalco.com

Every dentist who participated in this
DPS evaluation said they would recom-

Two Striper is a registered trademark of the product manufacturer, Abrasive Technology, Inc.
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CRITERIA BASED ON AVERAGE SCORE (OUT OF 5)
1

Efficiency—ease of substrate
removal without excessive
force/load, leads to control

2

3

4

5

Speed—rate at which substrate
is removed
Longevity—how long does the
tool function effectively
Lack of chatter—manufacturing tolerances and consistent
quality
Lack of instrument clogging
SECTION A
AVERAGE
SECTION B
OVERALL SATISFACTION

TWO STRIPER
DIAMONDS

FINAL SCORE

AVERAGE OF SECTIONS A AND B
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